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ABSTRACT
AGEISM:

AN E#LORATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS'
ATTITUDES TOWARD
PSYCHOLOGICAL S E F{VI CES
FOR ELDERS

A Quantitative Study
by
Anita L. Raymond-lVrage
Spring; 1994

'fhis study sought to explore the value placed on psychological seruices for elders by
social workErs. Previous research indicates that pqychologists, pqychiahists, physicians
and other professionals are biased against the effectiveness of psychological senrices

for

older people. Because social workers for elders are often the sourse of referrals for
other types of service provision to meet the needs of older adults, the social worker's

ability to recognize depression and to understand the ap'propriateness of services such
as psychotherapy, couple$, group, and family therapy is necessary

to ensurs all the

needs of the older adult are met.

By responding to a client vigneffe, social workeru in the Twin Cities showed some
discrepancy in their consideration

of an older client versus a younger client in the

areas

of the importance of organic impairment to a client's current situatioq and in the ffies

of ssrvice preferred to assist the client. Pqychotherapy was more often the intervention

of choice for

a youngcr client

tlun for

an older

client. Howeveq rnffny social workers

did exprsss support for the provision of psychotherapy for an older client, and most
social workers were able to recognize qymptoms
syrnptoms with domentia.

of depression, without confusing such
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I.

1

INTRODUCTION

psychological therapy specificatty with elders is a topic not often discusscd

within commrurity sei:r*ice agorrcies, academi4 and the literature, compared to therapY

for other

age

groups. This void rnay be a rcsult of a nurnber of factors, including

a

focus on social serrdce delirrery and caregivsr sendces rather than a continuum of
se,rrdces

whish includes therapeutic interventions. fuiother possible reason is lack of

support for the provision of such inteffisntions due to bias against elders.

"Likc everyone elss...social workeis hotd certain biases and prejudices toward
variogs individual$ and groups, and these individual predispositions may affect the
outcome of intervention and thc tlpe of treatrnent providedn (Kosbcrg

& Harris,

1978,

p. 70). Based on these biases, social workers and other mental health professionals
may negtect or prrposefully rvoid the provision of mcntal health and other services to
elders @ernsteiq 1990; Cartnt<el, 1975; IfustenbaunL 1963; Steuer, 1982).

According to Bufler (1975), much of the stereofiping and myths about old age
can be partialty affributed to both a lack of knowledge about, and personal contact

with

older people, Howwer, hc feels, a deep and profound prejudice against elders also
existsn

an4 in 1968 he described this prejudice as "ageismn. Ageism is pervasive in

this culture's language (CCIrey, 198S; Nuessel, 1982), literature (Donow, 1994), media
portrayals,

ffid

eirefl.

in the very

systems which purport

to assist and advocate for

elders. The latter usualty occrrru inadve*entty, throtrglr patemalistic and overprotectivc
views of eldere (Coher1 1988; Kalish, 1979) and through the nature of the work lmith

older aftilts. Because professionals tend to only comc in contact with elders who are

frail, disabled, and/or need assistancs to firnction, they mfly orrugeneralize that such
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conditions are applicable to all elders (Palmore, 1980), not being cognizant

of the

majority of elders who are going about the business of living anonymously outside the
network of formal sen/ice provision.
According to Butler, ageism has the following features:
1) Prejudicial attitudes toward the aged toward old age, and toward the agsing
process, including attitudes held by the elderty themsefues; 2) discriminatory
practices against the elderty, particularty in ernploymen! but in other social

roles as well; and 3) institutional practices and policies whictr, often without
m;ilice, perpetuate stereotlpic beliefs about the elderly, reduce their
opporhurities for a satisfactory life and undermine their personal dignity

(Butler, 1980, p. 8).
To this definition this writer would add the lack of knowlefue or accessihility to
education about eldens and their needs as another part

of ageism. It is this vniter's

consem that as a result of ageisq older clients ars percsived as helpless and hopeless

and ttrat their spiritual, social senral psychologrcal, educational, and medical needs
may not be met. For the purposes of this study, however, this qniter is interested in the
existence

of ageism in social service providers, ffid the implications of such ageism in

senrice provision and referrals for psychological services.

When one considers the formal senrice provision of sendces to eldels. needs
related to illness and frailty of the older adult often coms to mind. For example, it may
be safe to say that most people would expect the provision of adult day health centerr

and senior centers, home delivered meals, homemakcr and home health

sendces,

medical care including physician and nursing and residential seirrices. ThiE writsr,
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however, ponders the lack of pqychological services offered to older adults who may be
receiving a myriad of other services.

A rcview of the literature fuds support for the provision of mental health
snvices to elders including individual, famity and group therapy from cognitive and

insight perspectives @ernstefuL 1990; Capuzzr, Gross,
1990; Gallagher

&

& Friel, 1990;

Chodorkofi,

Thompsorl 1983; GenwaS 1990; Ganote, 1990; Florsheim

Herr, 1990; Kitwood &. Bredirq 1992; Oberleder, 1966; Phan & Reifler,
Sctrlossberg; 1990; Shei:nan, 1979; WaxmarL Carner

&.

1988;

& Kleia 1984). Yet, in much of

the gerontological literature, it appears that older adults with personal problems san best
be helped by dealing not ruith the elders thernsetves, but with thsir formal and informal

support resoruces. Case mailagement, peer counseling and some groups are offered

but psychotherapy seelns to be viewed as more appropriate for yorurger populations
(BernstcirL 1990).

the

neglect of the psychological needs

Cross estimate that 15o/o
services (cited in Ray, et

to

ZDo/o

of elders is significant Gurland

and

of all older people are in need of mmtal health

al, 1987), yet, according to Santos and VanderBos, of those

people 65 years of age or older, less ttran 37o recsive mental health services from
pqychologists (cited in Ray, et al, 1987).

The cost to socicty is also significant, Findings have indicated that those older
adults who have received psychotherapy exhibited the tendency
ptrysician se,fl/ices

to use hospital

for medical issues to a lesser degrec than older adults who

received no psychotherapy (Hamnan and l-azanrs,

1992). Put in terms of social

and

have
Go$ts,

availability and accessihility to therapy could bring substantial savings to the budgets
Medicare and Medicaid, two of the primary payors of health service costs for elders.

of
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F'urther, the types of mental health services received by older adults tend to be
clifferent from those reseived by younger people. Perhaps because of a lack of support

for counselirE (earlier intervention) for elders with mental health problems, wheir older
people do receive mental health interraention, according to Knight, suvices usualty
consist

of inpatient hospitalizations and srisis intenrsntion rather than the ongorng

outpatient psychotherapy more sommonty associated with younger persons (cited in
Reekie & Flanserq 1992).

When medical personnel, social workers,
undervalue the aged and carry ageist attitudes,
these providers wittt challenges

ffid othsr mental health workers

it is natural that elders who come to

will be inadequately served. On the other tran4 when

the social worker regards the older a&rlt from a perspective based on the strengths and

abilities of elders, one is better able to advocate for the receipt of seruices that will
maximize the pote,rrtial of each individual. Further, for those older persorui who are
experiencing difficulties

in

coping with the taslc associated with this particular

developmental stage, ap,propriate se,:rdces can be recommended and facilitated to help
the older person develop insight and new coping skills and learn to rety on coping skills
used at other times of difficulty in their lives.
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II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

It is common in the literature for authors to discuss barriers to the receipt of
me'lrtal health senrices by elders as a firnction of professionals' inability or unqdllingness

to recognize a need for these seruices. At the root of ffris inability and unwillingness
are such issues as counterkansference and anxiety about ons's own deatlq death of love

ones, death

in general and the persistence of belief in older people as having

nnteatable declines in firnctioning with poor prognoses (Gaitz, 1974; Greene, 1986a;

Sprung; 1989). Corxrterkansference,

in its current use, refers to the therapisfs

emotional reactions to the clie,nt (Greene, 1986a) and includes such specifics as death

imxiety, medication and hospitalization issues, parental iszues, dependence issues, and
famity intenrention iszues (Sprwrg, 1989).

ln

1971, the Committee on Aging

of the Group for the

Advancement of

Psychiatry cultivated the foflowing explanations for workers' negative reactions toward
the teatnent of older adults:

1. The aged stimulate the therapist's fears about his or her own aging.

2. They arouse the therapisfs

conflicts about his or her relationship with

parental figures.

3. The therapist believes he or she has nothing useful to offer old people,
because he or she beliwes thsy cannot change their behavior or that their

problerns are all due to untreatable organic brain disease.
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4. The therapist

beliwes that his or her psychodynamic skills will be wasted

working with the aged because they af,e near death and not realty deserving of
attention...

5. The patient might die while in treatrnent, which might challenge

the

therapist's sense of importance.

6.

The therapist's colleagues may be contempfuous of his or her efforfs on

behalf of aged patients... (Spnmg, 1989, p. 59S).

While these may be plausible explanations, it is of greater interest to this writer

to explore the extent to which such attitudes, biases, and fears play a part in service
clelivery to elders. A number of research studies have been undertaken

actualty measure professionals' attitudes and practices with regard

findings and implications

for furthsr

research vary

in an atternpt to

to elders.

The

with the research methodolory

undertaken in any given study.

The majority of research studies regarding ageisnL attitudes,
senrise

ffid

barriers to

for the elder$ seem to rsvotve around two themes: 1) attitudes of the general

public and professionals, and 2) professionals' responses to elders based on presented
situations.

A.

MEASTIRING..ATTITUDES
F

or

decades researchers have been interested

in

measuring affinrdes toward

older people; numerous scales have been developed, each intended
existence

to identiff

the

of stereotlpes and biases present in the general population (Ferraro, 1992;

Golde and Kogarq 1959; Kilty, &

Fel(

1976; Kogan, 1961; Rosencran4

& McNeviq

1969; Tuckman and Lorge, 1953; Weinberger, & Mllham 1975). The findings tended
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to show the presence of both positive and negative stereotlryes of older adults in the
attitudes

of respondents. Othgr researchers, also interested in attitudes toward older

people, have focused their atte,rrtion on professional individuals' and groups' affifudes
and beliefs. Tuckrnan and Lorge (1958) compared the aftitudes of a group of workers
experienced with elders who had rurdergone an educational series to results
survs5rs disfributed

of the

to varying age groups in the general public. They forurd that

individuals with some contact with elders wero slightfy less negative in their auitudes
toward the elders than was the general population. Hickey et al. (1976) considered
attinrdes

of

professionals before and after in-seivice training findi$g

tfff

taining

seemed to result in more positive affitudes toward older adults. furother study sought

to ana$ze how psyohiatrists consider older people and their own aging procssses; the
negative feelingE most often identified were impatience, boredorq and resentrnent
toward elderty clients (Qyrus-Lutz and Gaitz, L9721. Roberta Crreene considered the
topic from a slightly different perspective, choosing to sfirdy the social workeds ageism

with regard to death anxiety. Findings indicate a greater preference for working wittt

frait older adults in social workers who work wittr elders, but aleo a greater level of
death anxiety, as compared to social workers who work primarity with other age groups

(Greene, 1984).

Other studies also sought to study professional attitudes toward older afults.
tsrubaker and Barresi (1979) used Palmore's Facts on Aging Quiz
workers'

to assess social

lwel of knowledgtr and correlations to their perceptions regarding

service

delivery to their elder$ clients. Findfurgs indicated that knowledge attainmeirt about old
age is associated wittr pe,rsonal experiences associated

with age; howsvsr, the authors

wers unable to strow significant differences between less and more knowledgsable
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workers in thsir attitudes toward servise delivery and toward the rlifficulty of providi"g
seffices to elders as compared to other age groups.

Additional knowledge quizzes have since been dweloped

for the primary

purpose of planning and svaluating edusation programs which are focused on mental
health problerns in later ltfe (Pratt et al., 1992); these could also conceivabty be used to
assess affitudes

toward older adults and mental health issues.

Futrell and Jones (1977) also studied multiple groups
attempting

to

assertain

the

of

professionals,

professionals' general attitudes toward

the

elderty

populatioq identification of health needs and utilization of senrices, and the relation
among these. Interestingty, the youngsr the physicians and social workers and the
older the nurses, the more lik"ty they held positive attitudes toward older adults.

ln conkast, Wolk and Wollq (1971) found that older workers widence more
positive attitudes toward
respondents' views

elders. This study used a mailed questionnaire to study

of what older people are like; which stereotypes responderts were

aware o{, but not nesessari$ accepted; and choice of working with older people.

B.

MEASURTNGPROFESSION4\LS' RESPONSES TO ELDERS

ltre sesond group of

studies goes beyond measuring

the attitudes of

professionals through standardized tests. In some studies, respondents w6re asked to
consider fietitious situations; in others, actual cliefit records wcre studied. Both tlpes
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of measurements sought to describe astual practices professionals may rurdertake as a
function of their attitudes and beliefs.

A number of

studies have made use

responsss to a grven situation; most

of client vignettes to study

professionals'

of these studies present respondents in each of two

groups qdth identisal vignettes, with the exception of rfl/erslng the given age, so that
each respondent answers questions based on a youngsr person and an older

studies of the ratings or attitudes

person. In

of physicians, psychologists and psychiatrists towards

older adults, older adults were general$ considered to be less ideal and given poorer
prognoses

for mental health

qlmptoms,

ffid the older adults were less likety to be treated with or referred for,

treatrnent than were younger clients with the $rme

psychotherapy than younger clients fFord and Sbordone, 1980; Kucharski, et al, 1979;

Ray, et al., 1987). In each of the studies, the authors were concerned

wifr the low

rates of use of mental health services by elders. Each notes that while pqychiatric
cltfficulties are prssent

in many older adults, the numbers of them receiving

services were comparatively

such

low, due at least in parL to the affitudes of

the

psychologists and psychiatrists who would serve thern.

Similar results were forurd

in

studies usrng methodologies other tlran client

vignettes. Waxman and Carner (1984) interuiewed elder$ patients and administered
standardized tests to

rweal any pressnce of depression and other mental health

subsequent interviews

issues;

firith the patients' plrysicians showed inferior recognition,

treatnen! and/or referral of thEir patients for mental health senrices. Ginsburg and
Goldstein (1974) utilized Minnesota Multi-phasic Personality Inventory scores of actual

patients

to obtain an objective measure of meirtal difficulties;

patients who were

referred for psychological sendces were compaxed with those who were

not.

Not
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surprisrng to the researchers, older adults in this hospital setting were less likety to be
refemed by their physicians for appropriate psychologrcal services ttmn were younger
patients.

Similarty, in rwiews of psychiatric consultations in miversify hospitals, two
studies forurd referrals by physicians hampered by the physicians' misdiagnosis or
resistance to ths

was present

in

ralue of such services. Ruskin (1985) found that while "depression

of the patients, it was noted by the physician for only

360/o

elght

(12%)...h some cases, the referring physician misdiagnosed depression as either
normal 4ging or dernentia. In other cases, the physician did not notice the synrptoms of
depression at

refirsed

to

(p. 335). In another study of patient medical records,

"lI"
refer

for

physicians

psychiatric consultation because "thsre's nothing wrong

pqychiatricalty...the patient will be upset by seeing a psychiatrist...psychiatry can't help"

(Popktq Mackenzie,

&

Callies, 1984, p.

706). In yet

another study

of age bias in

physicians, Iilllerbrand and Shaw (1989) considered the medical records of a hospital
consultation service, finding ttrat sensitivity to suicidality in older adults on the part

of

physicians was less tlmn with regard to yorurger patients.

Using tape recorded psychiatric intendews where the age of the client was
adjusted

for

comparative purposes, respondents were asked

interviews, judgrnents of the swerity and etiolory
age

to provide diagnostic

of symptoms, and report the stated

of the client as a "manipulation check" in a study conducted by Perlick & Atkins

(1984). Shilar to results in other researchers' studies, this one found that elderty
patients wsre judged

to be less swerety

depressed than

described as middle-aged suogesting that symptoms

concern in the older patiurt.

the same patieirt when

of depression

are viewed

with less
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I{ay et. al (1985), adopted yet another approach to ageism in psychiatrists,

h

studying whether particular affributes of psychiahists would determine age bias in their

perceptions

of prognosis and treatnent. Findings

dernonstrated a greater tendency

toward more negative attitudes about elders in psychiatrists who were female, came

from

a psychoanat5rtic theoretisal

orientatioq and who were "Board-certified".

Reekie and Hansen (1992) studied the influence of client age on judgments

of

social workers through the use of vignettes. This descriptive study sought to test a

number of hlpotheses: that psychotherapy would be less highly ranked as a freatment
option for older clisnts ttran for younger clients, and medication would be more often
recoiltmended for the former. Poorer prognoses and less ideal candidates for therapy

was the preilrmed outcome

DSM-[-R
"will be

for older clients, who would be assigned more severs

diagnosss than would younger clients. Finalty,

an interaction

recommendations

it was thought that there

of age and sex in that the older fbrnale client will recsive the least

for insighforiented therapy and the most

recommendations for

medication, and will be viewed as more organic than male or young female clients" (p.

7t).
In comparison to studies of other professionals' attitudes, tlds study showed no
age bias on measrtres

of

prognosis, impairment,

or treaftnent recornmendations;

howwer, the authors caution this finding based on the sample. The mean age of the
respondents was on$ ten years less than the older client of the vignette, which could

irnpact the aggregate description of perceptions of and attitudes about older people.
The authors also cite earlier findings by Coccaro and Mles indicating that knowledge

about normal aging and personal contacts which are positive are related to more
favorable affitudes of older adults. Reekie and tlansen's findings, fherq may be the

&ru,9r*frrr

rg

i,l,rif,*+,qm

f,.

llrury
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product of a sample of social workers who are more knowledgeable about and thus
more positivety inclined toward the older

further study, perhaps

client. The authors therefore

a replication of their

heterogeneouri sample with regard

study,

suggest that

is wamanted with a

more

to age, to investigate the age of the clinicians

and

their attitudes towards older clients.

A study by Brown (1982) of professionals' pcrceptions of chemical

abuse in

older adults supports the above findings. The stance taken by Brown is that chernical
use and abuse

in older adults has hesn vastty ignored in research and the literature,

Interviews were conducted with administrators

of drug treatrnent health cEnE, and

social service agencies providing services to older people. While many administrators

considered the problern serious, causes and freatrnent approaches varied greatly.
F'urther,

health care practitioners, who seem in a better position than other tlpes

of

agencies...to identi$ and interuene in cases of substance abuse by the elderty
(because they seo a larg*r proportion of the elderty, can monitor the drug-taking

hahits of their clients, and have closer ties to &ug freatnent facilities), were the
least likety to consider the problern serious (Brornnr, 1982,

the literature reryiew conducted by this writer then,

p. 52a-525).

scems to indicate agreement

across studies of the prssence of age bia.$, or ageisnr, in psychiatrists, prychologists, and

physicians, at least pa*ty resulting in the underutilization of mental health services by
the elderty. Reekie and llanserL howwer, find in thsir study of social workers' level

of

ageism based on responses to vignettes, that there is less widence of such bias in social

workers. Their study appears to be the onty ons which addresses social worker
attitudes through fhe use of vignettes, but has limitations. Most notabty, in their sample
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of 103, onty 10 respondents wsre under the age of 40. Therefore, with the majority of
respondents bsing closer

to the older client

sg€,

it is possible that the workefls'

perceptions about their own aging process may have had bearing

on how they

answered the questions.

c.

sr.lMh4AR.Y_
T-his

affitudes

writer seeks to further the work of previorui researchers by exploring the

of a very particular group of professionals

social workers who work

primarity with elders. Any age bias of physicians vrith regard to the pqychologcal
needs of the elders may prwent referrals

for service, particular$ if the medical systern

is the onty formal senrice provider in ths life of the older adult. Additionalty, the age
bias of a psychiahist or psychologist ranlll have implications on the

tlpe of service,

f

any, that is provided to the older adult.

Ilowwer, social workers also play a vital role

in

of the older adult are met. While the social

assuring that the psychologcal needs

worker may or may not be in a position to actually provide psychological services, in all
likelihood, the social worker invofued wittl the older adult will, in varying degrees, play
as advocate, case managsr,

ffid service coordinator. If the social worker is unable,

through age bias, to recognize the possible need for psychological service in his or her

client and/or if the social worker does not realize a value in such senrices, or mistakes
synrptoms
person

of depression for dernentiE he or she will in all likelihood not refer

for appropriate senrices. Therefore, this study will specifically survey

workers who work Erith older adults, a study that has not yet been conducted.

the

sosial
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III.

F

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

or many older adults, social workers in long term caf,e facilities, home health

and community service agencies are a vital link to services ryailable,

ffid are often in

the best position to assess the needs of older adults. Social workers may be very well
trained to recognize elders who are having difficulty completing their activities of daity

living (such as meal preparatioq housekeqpmg, grooming etc.), who iue socialty
isolate{ and who are in need of financial

assistance to pay

for formal support seruices.

'fhese silne social workers are highly skilled at advocating

for their clie,nts

and

empowering them to eflsure needed services are provided. However, their skills are
onty valuable to the extcnt that the social workers can
understand the possible solutions to meet these needs.

in fact recognize

needs and

ff the social worker is the point

of enhy for older adults to receive formal selices, and if the social worker

does not

understand the value of psychologcal savices, the older adult may be neglected in this
area.

This study focuses less on DSM-[-R disorders such as psychotic, anxiety,

mood and other disorders than on gensral

challenges

to weryday functioning that an

elder may be experiensing. This focus should not be interpreted to mean that elders do

not suffer from such disorders, or that such disorderu are unimportant; rather, for this
study, ttre writer is more interested in less complicated conditions, about which thE
lalperson might refer to as depression. These challenges to everyday functioffng could
invotve such issues as complicated gref, dfficulties adapting to new roles and life cycle
clranges, laok

of self-confidence and self-esteenq depression and loneliness

social isolation, mild to moderate depressive episodes,

ffid

so on.

cau$ed by
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Tfuough this study, ttris writer seeks to explore the extent to which providers of
social services carry ageist beliefs and attitndes about psychologcal services for elders.

fo

what extent do social workers carry ageist beliefs? How does this ageism pose

barriers to referrals

for or provision of prychotherapy to elders? Is psychotherapy

viewsd by social workers as a valuabls and necessary component

of the range of

services available to their elderty clients?

Key concepts requiring fluther definition

are:

social workers,

ageisfiq

psychotherapy and elders. For the purposes of this study, social workers are idenffied

as those persons who possess a degree

in

social work, an#or af,e lisensed social

workers in the state of Minnesota, and who are crurentty employed as social workers.
Psychotherapy is defined in this study as any situation where a referral was made for
therapeutic services, where there is a therapist-client relationship with mutually agreed

upon Bo#, and where the primary goal is to make sorne sort of change in the older
adult's or famity's functiomrg. Therapist in this definition refers to a social worker,
psychologst, pqychiatrist, or counselor. Elders are defined as those psrsons sixty yeirt

of age or older.
Conceptualty, according to Butler (1980) 4geism is an attitude or practice ttrat

perpetuates stereotlpic beliefs about elders, reduces
satisfactory life, and undermines their personal

their opporhrnities for

dignity. Operationatizing that term

posss considerab$ more dfficulty, and could best be completed
indicators

of 4geism.

Bec,ause

the forms

a

by

developing

of ageism are many (lar:guage, media

porkaya[ job and other discrimination, and fear and dislike of elders), these indicators
will focus on ageism as it relates to the research questions. The following are indicators
of ageism for the purposes oJ this study:
j,,iij;ll;;j-#
- :i.i,.,.,.li,rL

!i

fl.$#fmry
__

--. *_

,.r.
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1.

Organic problems ars considered to be more, relwant in the situation

of

older adults than for younger adults in the same situation, for whom issues such as hfle
stressors, marital

2.

conflict and famity of origin issues will be identified as more relevant.

Medication, support services, and neurologicaUpsychological evaluations

will be considered mors valuable for older clients, while therapy will be
recornmended

3.

for younger

clients.

The situations

of older clients will be assessed

those of younger climts in the areas

insght, and prognosis.

more

Hrith less optimism than

of overall psychologcal flrnctioning

capacity for
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M.

A.

METHODOLOGY

REVIEW OF MEASUREMENT TOOLS

As prwiousty noted, numerous measursment tools have been dweloped to
measure attitudes toward elders. U/ith the availability of so many resources, a careful

waluation must be undertaken

to

select the measurement tool most suitable

to

a

particular study and the associated research questions. McTavish (1982) cites eighteen

different instnrments dweloped to measure attitudes, perceptions, and knowledge of

older people, classified by

type:

"Yes-No Scales", "Likert-Type Agree-Disagree

Scales", "Semantic Differential Scales", and "Sentence-Completion and Content
Anatytic Procedures".
Kogan's (1961) Attitudes Toward Old People scale utilizes 17 positive and 17
negative statements about

older people, forming 17 matched positive-negative

pairs.

'Ihese were then interspersed with iterns from other scales to camouflage the author's
interest initems specific to older people. Some examples of the old people iterns are as

follows: "It is foolish to claim that qdsdom comes with old age", "Old people should
have more power in business and politics", "Most old people get set in their ways and
are unable to change" (Kogan, 1961, p.

46).

Respondeirts would indicate their

lwel of

agreement to each statement on a Ukert-ffie scals. According to McTavish (1982),

some

of the response staternents pose potential

reliability problems due to

interprotations of the respondent.

luckman and l-orge (1953) dweloped their own Attitudes Toward Old People
scale, using a yes-no

forma! with 137 statements divided into 13 categories including

physica[ financial, conseruatisnl famity, attitude toward fufurg insecurity, mental
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deterioratioq activities and interests, personality kaits, best time of life, se4 cleanliness,
and interference. Samples of items include: "They are old fashioned", "They are

a

bnrden to their children", "Thsy are hard to get aloog with" (pp. 255 -257).

Utilizing items from both of the above msasurernent tools, Kilty and Feld
(1976) dweloped a two part questionnaire: the first
statements about aging; some

is composed of 45 belief

of which were taken from Tuckman and Lorge's work

and some from Kogan's scales. The second part contains 35 statements designed to
address respondents' beliefs about the needs

of older people.

Examples include:

"There is no need for a public kansportation system in this area", "Since schools are

of

benefit to the whole community, all residents*regardless of age--should contribute to

the costs of education", "A program providing group meals for elderty individuals
would give them a useful social outlet" (p. 590).

A

considerabty more complicated tool, developed by Weinberger and Millham

(1975), requires two phases. Respondents are asked to rate both a "representative" 25

year old and 70 year old person in areas

of

"general satisfaction; personality

characteristics..., level of dependence; and adjrxtments and adaptabiliry (p.

343). Next,

a sample of this group was given an "artobiographisal" sketch of an older (fictitious)
person, and given the choice to meet the persorq to assess any avoidance behavior

of

the subject. Demographics were also analyzed.
Rosencranz and McNevin's (1969) tool uses a semantic

diffsrfltial construct

wherein respondents are asked to place a mark along a scale of polar adjectives to best
describe older adults. For example, a respondent might place a check very close to the

term "old-fashioned" and far away forrn the tsrm "progressive". Other adjective pairs
include

: "flexible-inflexible"

and "liberal-conservative".
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furother tool frequentty used in studies of attitudes toward old people is Golde

tool.

and Kogan's (1959) sentence completion

Twenty-five matched "experimental-

control" sentense stems are provided for the respondent to finish; judges, unaware of
the comparative nattre of the sfudy, code the data into categories. Sentence stems "are

intended to reflesl arnong other factors, the emotions, physical athibutes, interpersonal
qualities, and values athibuted to 'old people' and 'people in general' '(p. 355). "When

I

am (old) (o1der), I would want to be like...: "When (an old person) (a young child) is

walking very slow$ right in front of my,

people..."

(p. 358) are all

examples

I feel..." "The fting I like least about (old)

of

sentence stems used

in the control and

experimental forms of the tool.

Deviating from the nature of measuring attitudeq Palmore's (1977) idea was to
measure respondents' knowledge

of 4ging. Palmore criticizes

scales such as those

dcveloped by Kogarq Golde and Kogan, and Tuckman and Lorge in that they are 1)
quite lflrgflry and 2) use statements which are "artitraflly scored as being 'favorable' or

'unfavorable'" (p.315), without necessarity berng factual, empirical

statements.

Instead, Palmore has dweloped a 25 itern tnre-false "quiz" compiled of items which are

supported lry empirical reseaf,ch.

"It is designed to cover the basic ptrysica[

and social facets and the most cofirmon misconceptions about aging"

mental,

ftl. 315). Items

include "Most old people are set in their ways and urable to change." "The majority

of

old people.,.are senile..." "Older people tend to become more religious as they age."

(pp. 315-316). Palmore later developed the an alternate form with the same format
but a different set of tnre-false questions, also based on physica.l, psychologica[ and
social aspects of aging. Palmore (1981) advocates for the usefulness of the alternate
test in a number

of

areas including

to facilitate discussion of additional misconceptions
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of aging and in test-retest situations u.sing one form for the initiat test and the other for
the retest to avoid the "practice effects" of using one form twice.

Mller
a valid

and Dodder (1980) were concerned ttrat despite his efforIs at developrng

tool, Palmore failed in that some of the items used ambiguous terminolory and

in some

cases, actualty asked a number

rgvised a number of the questions for

of questions within one item. Therefore, they

clarity. For example, Palmore's "The majority

of old people Gast

age 65) are sEnile. [sicJ (i.e. defective memory, disoriented or

dernented)" becamo,

h the Miller-Dodder revision, "The majority

(more ttmn half)

older people axe senile (defective memory, disoriented demented

etc.)."

of

Also,

Palmore's "Most old people have no interest in, or capacity for, se>nral relations" was

rwised by Mller and Dodder to read, "The majonfy (more than hal$ of old people
have no capacify for sexual

relations." The two

researchffs concluded, after testing

the two forms on similar samples, that "directional statEments and certain terms are
major factors in how respondents answer questions...Thus

it is questionable...if

the

Palmore scale is measruing knowledge of aging per se or the reaction of respondents to
statement wording"

G. 678).

It is the opinion of this writer fhat

each

of the above described tools has its

limitations and strengths, depending on the nature and purpose of a study for which the

tools are being considered. However, to

a.sssss

tho existence of age bias in social

workers specific to the issue of psychological services for elders, none of the above is
quite appropriate. While Palmore's may be a very useful way to assess the knowledge

lwel of a social worker about the elder$ population, it would onty scratch the

surface

of what this writer seeks to explore. The attitudinal information that could be obtained

from the Kogan, Tuckman 8{. Lorge, Kilty

& Feld Weinberger &

MillhanL

Page

I{osencranz

& McNevirL

and the Golde

2l

& Kogan

scales would be

of interest, but only

peripherally so, to this writer. Using a scale designed to measure positive and negative
attitudes toward or stereotypes of, elders does little to explore how those attitudes and
stereofipss may aftbct the practise or behavior of a social

worker. Furt]rer,

"subjects

may readily recognize what such scales measure and hence some may respond not in a

way that reflects their actual attitudes but rather in a way that creates a favorable
impression" (I(ogarq 1979, p. 29-30). Therefore, this writer sought to use a tool that
would be less vulnerable to obtaining socialty desirable answers.

B.

USE-OF VTGNETTES IN RESEARCH
Alsxander and Becker (1978) argus that the use of vignettes, through provision

of details and concrete situations, can better study attitudes tlmn can simple scales such
as those described prwiousty.

information

in

By asking respondents to considsr specific

cliont

decision making processes, the researcher can expect increased

confidence that the respoffies are not consciousty biased

by respondents. When

trnesented E ith situations approximating real-life scenarios, respondents are less Iikety

to

give replies based on what they perceive to be socialty desirable answers. Rather,
respondents will rety on thsir judgment and decision making

camot'flage the fact that the researchsr is interested

skills.

Addirtionalty, to

in a concept such

a.s ageisrn, a

client vignette could practically describe a number of factors, of which age is only one

feature. It would appsar, theil, that the use of vignettes describing a client situation and
requesting the respondent

to answer as if it were a real client, may provide better

indications of the existe,rce and effect of any bias agflinst eldem by the social worker.
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C.

SAMPLE POPULATION
As discussed above, this writer seelcs to explore social workers' attitudes toward

clders \ryith respect to their value of psychological servises. While similar to Reekie and

Flansen's (1992) study, which sampled

a population of

mernbers

of

National

Association of Social Workers (NASW) who have a Master of Social Work degree and

at least two years of postgraduate experience, this project's population deliberatety
included younger, less experienced social workers as well.

It was decided by this writer that to survey onty those social workers

whose

primaty client group is elders would provide more valuable information. This writer's
assumption is that ttrose who do not work with elders could be expected to be less

knowledgeable about this client Efoup, and may not be working with tlds group
becmtse oJ then fears and discomfort and hopelessness

of

notion

correlations betwe€n choice

supported b5, Greene's [1984]

wittr regard to elders. (The

of work with elders and lwel of

ageism is

study). While the attitudes and practices of

social

workert and society in general toward elders may impact the existence and effects of
ageisnt,

for the purposes of this study, the writer wanted to explore the presence of

ageism at its most relwant point

in the field of social work -- in those very workers

whose caseloads consist of elders.

Limits were placed on who was considered a social worker. In order to be
considered for the sfudy, the respondeirt must be employed as a social worker, and
possess

a degree in social worlq and/or be a licensed social worker in the state of

Miruresota. While there axe numy individuals in Minnesota who identiS themselves

as

social workers and who do not meet the above critena, this project sought to shrdy
those persons who, through licersure and/or values taught in social work curricul4 are
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held

to higher standards of

professionalism and conduct

by the field and

commrurity at large. Because of this writer's focus on the practices and attitudes

the

of

social workers toward their clients, those who are not in direct seivice wsre excluded

from the study.

-Ihe sample was obtained from
organizations composed

of

a population consisting of two local

persons interested

in work with elders, the Minneapolis

Area Senior Workers Association and the St. Paul Senior Workers' Association. The
fees of the organizations ars vely modest, and montlrly meetings are held at different

locatioru each month. Therefore, it was believed by this writer that these organizations
represeRted a more accurate cross-section of social workers who work with elders than

would an organization such as NASW, which has signfficantly higher membership
dues, does not hold regular general membership meetings, and is comprised

of

social

workers who work in diverse practice settings and with more diverse populations than

just with elders. While there are other organizations which are also comprised of
professionals who work lr/ith seniors, the two Senior Workers associations wsre chosen

for their

D.

easy accessibility to this writer.

O.UESTIONNAIRE DEVELOP\ffiNI
Close attention needed

to be given to the questionnaire format; too much

ernphasis on DSM-Itr-R dia.'noses and a very slinical focus would be beyond the
abilitics of many persons

with Bachelor of Social Work degrees only, or to those with

no social work degree who obtained licensure status based on experience. For this
reason? Reekis and Hansen's (1992) sunrcy tool was,

with their permissiorq adapted to
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better suit the skills of social workers at varying levels of experience and education (see

Appendix A).

'fwo identical

questionnaires were

dwelope{ with the exceptions of client

age

differing among the two questionnaires. The questionnaire was pretested with a small
group of people,

il

licensed, employed social workers: one of whom held an MSW,

one held a BSW, and one was grandparented into licensure based on her experience
and related degree. Minor changes were made to the questionnaire as a result.

After basic dernographic information was requested respondents were asked to
consider a vignette which dessribed a female, middle class client with symptoms

tlepression drawn from the

DSM-[-R criteria for a major depressive

(Diagnostic and Statistical Manual

of

episode

of Mental Disorders, 1987). Ethnic and racial

features were deliberatety not idenffied to limit focus to age, not cultural dtfferences.
Respondents were then asked to rank, on a Likert-tJ.pe scale, the relwance

life

sfressors, marital relationship, biochemical disorder,

famity of orign

of

issues,

intrapsychic difficulties, organic impairment, and interpersonal problems. Wittl
examples given

for some of the above categories, it was felt that respondents practicrng

in social work would be able to rank each featrue as to its relsvance to the presented
client. In identi$ing poteirtial ageisrq this writer questioned whether, when comparing
resporuies to the older client

with resporses to the youlger clien! results would show

a

tendency to rank items such as organic impairment and biochemical disorder as rnore

relwant to the older client than to the younger client.
Next, treatment interventions werc rank ordered: support services, medication,

madtat therapy, prychotherapy, neurologicaUpsychologcal evaluation,

case

manag,ement, hospitalizatiorq and no keatnnent. Medication was expected to be ranked
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higher more often for the older clien! while psychotherapy would be more highty
ranked more often for the younger client.
Respondents were also asked

to rate on Lihert-type format the following

features: overall psychological firnctioning motivation for treakrrent, capacity for

i*rght, prognosis q/ith and without intervention. It was thought that motivation for
treatnent, capacity for insighq and prognosis with intCIvention would be

assigned

lower values for the older client.

Finalty, respondents were asked to state what diagnosis might be assigned to the
client based on the gwEn information. While most social workers are not licensed to
diagnose, they are familiar

with diagnoses assigned to their clients and may

have

opinions as to the accuracy of the diagnoses. This question was not meant to impty
that the social worker should diagnose the clien! but rather to assess the respondent's
perception of the condition of the individurl; persons who view

agmg to have dementia may be unable

to recognize

it a normal

process

dep,ression and mistake

it

of
for

dementia in the described client.

Respondents

were also given the opporhrnity to provide

additional

considerations, to allow freedom for expression of important issues not provided in the
areas

E.

of dynamics, freatment interventions, and prognosis.

DATA COLLECTTOI\I
This study was conducted in the Spring of 1994 in Minneapolis, Minnesota. A

50o/o

random sample was drawn from the population consisting of the Senior Workers

Associations of Minneapolis and St. Paul; questionnaires wcre sent to 182 individuals.

Of the sample Soup, a randorn

50o/o received

a creme-colored form describing

the
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sifuation of a 71 year old woman while the other 50% received a white form describing

the exact same sinratioq except the slient was 36 years
actual purpose of the study, and thus to protect

desirable answets? none
because

old. In order to disguise the

from systematic error rel,ated to socially

of the respondents wero informed that they were

of their membership in an organization related to work with elders.

chosen
Rather,

respondents were told (see Appendix B) the writer was interested in the perspectives

social workers who work with

of

adults. While permission w&s sought from the

Mirureapolis and St. Paul Senior Workers Associations' executive boards to utilize their
membership lists, neither organization was told ttrat the writer would limit obtaining
samples to these groups. Additionally, neither group was told the focus was on ageism.

Respondents who were not curre,ntly employed as social workers were asked

not to complete the questionnaire, as were individuals who had nEither a social work
degree nor possessed social work licensure.
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V.

FINDINGS

The majority of the respondents belisved the client to be depressed although
there was some question among the respondents to the older client that demeirtia may
also be present. Neurologcaypsychological evaluation was valued more for the older
than the younger client, for whom psychotherapy was the preferred intervention.

A.

DEMOGRAPHICS

Of the 182 mailed questionnaires, 101 (55%) were returned; of those, 54 did
not meet criteria for completing the questionnaire, such as not bsfuig ernployed as

a

social wot*.er and lacking a degree in sosial work or not possessing a liceruse in social

work. Additionalty, those not in direct service wittr

elders were

excluded. Two were

discarded as incomplete. Of the refirfired completed surveys data were obtained from

45 surveys. Twenty-two respondents addressed tfte sihration of the younger clierr!
with the remaining 23 completing the sunrey for the older client.
"Ihe mean 4ge of the respondenh
range af 24 years to 61 years

was 39 years, the median age is 39, with

old. The most frequently listed primary work

a private, non-profit community sefi/ice

a

setting was

agency, Forry respondeirts were fsmale and 5

were male. AII respondents listed their race/etluricity as Caucasian.

B.

RELEVANCE OF ISSUES

After asking the respondents to read the presented vignette, the questionnaire
requested that respondsnts estimatE the relwance of the following issuss

I\flrs. Brown; life stessors (e.g.,

for the client,

gnet caring for parent, etc.); marital relationship;
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biochernical disorder (e.g., depression, bi-polar disorder, etc.); famity of origin issues;

intrapsychic difficulties (e.g., personality disorder, poor coprng skills, etc.); organic
impairment (e.g., multi-infarct deineirti4 Alztreimer's Disease, etc.); and interpersonal
problerns (".g., communications skills, friendships,

etc.). Respondents were asked to

circle the level of relwance on a Ukert-t5pe format.

For both the younger and the older clieirt, life stressors were considered by the
majority of respondents who answered thi$ section to be relwant or very relevant

as

were the marital relationship and biochernical disorder. Famity of origin issues were
also considered relwant or very relwant

for the majority of

respondents

for both

clients, however, two respondents considered these issues as irrelevant and vsry

irrelwant for the older client

while two considered such as neither relwant

nor

irrelwant (neutral) for the younger client.
With regard to intrapsychic difficulties, 34.87o (n:8) of the respondents for the
older client considered this to be relevant or very relwant when the categories are
combined as did 50% (n:11) of the respondents in for the younger client

(see

Table 1).
Approximatety thirty percent (n:7) of the respondents for the older client found
organic impairment to be relwant or very relevant when categories were combined

and 39.17o (n:9) were neukal on this issue, compared to the respondents for the
younger client

in which onty 18. 1olo (n:4) of the respondents found

organic

impairment to be relsvant or very relevant and another 1896 (n:4) of the respondents

for the younger ctent were neutral on the relwance of organic impairmeirt
Table 2).

(see
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The relevance of interpersonal problenrs for both the younger and older client
varied across the continuum,

dft

the majority of respondents considering this issue to

be in the neutral to very relwant range.

Most of the issues were rated udth comparable lwels of relwance for
younger and older

slients. Notable

differences, however, were

intrapqychic difficulties and organic impairment. Half

the areas of

of the respondents for

younger lvlrs. Brown considered inrapsychic difficulties

the

the

to be of some degree of

relwance, compared to only 34o/o (n:8) of the responses from those addressing the
older client. Responses to the issue of oryanic impairment should also be noted; in the
circe

of the younger client,

630/o

(n:14) of the respondents asserted the irrelevance of

organic impairment to the situatioq while only 22o/o (n=5) of the respondents for the
older client were able to do the same (AIso refer to Appendix C, Graph 1).

Tablc I
Rclenaoce of Intrapsychic Difficultics
for Older Client

for

s

Clicnt
ot
la

of
lo

Very Irrelwant

2

8.6

I

4.5

Irrclorant

3

13.0

3

13.6

Neutral

9

39.0

7

31.8

Relevant

4

17.4

7

31.8

Vcry Rclevant

4

17,4

4

18.r

No Answcr

I

4.5

'l'otal

23

99.9'

))

gg.g.

Does not totd rcA7" due to rounding
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Tablc

2

Rclcrrance of 0ryanic Impairment
Respondents for Oldcr

Clicnt

Respondcnts for Youngcr Clicnt

#

ct
fo

#

of
to

Vcry Irrelevant

2

8.6

7

31.8

Irreltrrant

3

13.0

7

31.8

Ncutral

9

39.1

4

I8.2

Itclcvant

3

13.0

3

13.6

Vcry Rclcvant

4

I7.3

I

4.5

No Answer

")

8.6

23

Total

Docs not total

"t',

99.6r

1007o duc

99,9'

to rounding

C.

After responding to the relevance of the issues as stated above, respondents
were asked to rank order their recoilunendations for intervention. Respondents were
asked

to rank each inteivention, from the first choice to the last choice.

intervefltions considered

were: support seruices (e.g., peer

support groups, etc,); medication and/or evaluation

for

The

counseling, befriender,

medication needs; marital

therapy; psychotherapy; neurologicaUpqychological evaluation; case managernerrt;
hospitalization; no treatment. One respondent for the older client declined to answer
this section of the questionnaire; all respondents for the younger client completed this

portion.
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1.

Eirst Choice

ln rwiewing the answers of those respondents who completed this section, the

tirst choice of

recoilImendations

for

intervention

neurologicaUpsychological waluation, with 56.5%

of the respondents for the older client (21.7o/o,

for the older slient was

(n:I3) favoring

n-i)

this treatment. Five

rated pqychotherapy as the number

one intenrention. For the younger clieirt, respondents most often (31.8o/q n-7)

recornmended prychotherapy

a$ the first choice, tbllowed

nenrolo gic aUp sychologic al waluatio n (27 o/o, n-

Z.
-Ihe

6)

by

.

Second Choice

majority (56.5% n:13) of the respondents for the older clieirt

chose

medication an#or medication evaluafion as fhe second most favored intervention of
choice, while onty 36o/a

(n:8) of the respondents to the younger client valued this as

the second intervention of choice. Twenty-seven percent (n= 6) of the respondents to

the younger client ranked psychotherapy and another

27o/a

(n:6)

preferred

neurological/puychological evaluation as the second choice.

3.

Third Choice

Fnr the older client, support senrices were the rnost popular tldrd
(34.7o/o,

n:

fl:8), followed by medication evaluation and case managernent

choice

(27olo each,

5) for the respondents'tldrd choice. For the younger clieirt, respondents most often

indicated medication an#or medication waluation (27Vo,
(22.7o/o,

n-5)

4.

as the

n-6) and marital

therapy

third ranked item.

Fourth Cho-icg

ln the fourth ranked position, the respondents to the older client most often
chose marital therapy {43.4Vo,

n:10) followed by

psychotherapy (2t.7Va, n-5}.
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Respondents

for the younger client also most often placed marital therapy (31.8q/q

n-7) in the fourth ranh followed by sup'port seivices (22.7Vo, n-

5.

Remaining Choices

While respondents for the older client split their
therapy {34.7V\

n:5), a full

5).

n:8), support

507o

servises in the

services (71.7o/o,

ffih choice among marital

fl:4), and case managpment

(22.7Vo,,

(n:11) of the respondents for the younger client ranked support

fifth position.

'lhe majority of respondents

(39.1o/o,

n:9) for the older client

management as the intervention of sixth choice ; respondents

ranked case

for the younger client

also

preferred case management (45Yq n:10) as the sixth choice.

For the vast majority of all respondents, hospitalization and no treatment were
ranked as swenth and eight[ respectivety, for both clients.

6. Summaqv
In sunmary, neurologtcaUpsychological

evaluation was

the most valued

intervention for the older clien! fafling into the first or sesond ranked position for
nearty tluee-quarters (69.50/o, n:16) of the respondents, while for respondents for the

younger client, this recommendation comprised onty 54.5n/o (n:11)

of the first

or

second ranked iterns (see Table 3).

Medication and/or medication waluation was ranked as the second intervention

of choice

for a number of respondents

in both groups; howwer, differences between

the two groups could be noted. Of those who considered the older clien! 56.5%

(n:13) viewed this as the second best interventioru while this intervention was
second favored treaftnent with onty 36.30/o
person (see Table 4).

the

(n:8) of the respondents for the yorurger
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Prychotherapy was the intervention of first or second choice for 34.77o (n:8)

of flre respondents to the older client, while it comprised

59olo

(n:13) of the younger

client respondents' fiflst and second c,hoices (see Table 5). (See also, Ap,purdix C,
Graph 2)

For respondearts of both the younger and oldsr clien! hospitalization and no

ttut wers not considered

treatment were interyention$

rraluable

to this particular

situation.

Tablc 3
Ranhing of NcurologicaUPsychological Eval uation
Respondents for Oldcr Client

Erst Choice

#

to

#

ot
lo

13

56.5

6

27.0

3

13.0

6

27.O

16

69.5

t2

54.0

Second Choicc

Combincd

Respondents for Younger Clicnt

ou

Tablc 4
Rank ing

of Mcd ication/-I\{cd ication Evaluation

Rcspondents for Oldcr Client
#

Respondents for Younger Clicnt
ot
to

First Choicc

$

ol
lo

I

4.5

Second Choicc

l3

56.s

I

36.0

Combincd

l3

56.5

9

40.9
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Tablc 5
Ranking of Psychothcrapy
Respondcnts for Older Clicnt

Respondents for Youngcr Client

#

of
to

#

of

First Choice

5

2t.7

7

31.8

Second Choice

3

13.0

6

17)

Combined

I

34.7

13

59,0

D.

lo

ASSESSMENT OF O]/.ERALL SITUATION

After ranking the given teatment recommendations, respondents were asked to
assess,

in

statements presented

motivation

for

in a Likert format, Mrs. Brown's overall firnctioning,

treahnenf capacity

for i*ighq and prognosis with and without

intervention. With regard to capacity for insight, the

responses

from the two groups

were very comparable, with similar ratings above and below average, with the majority

of both groups viewing Ndrs. Brown's capacity for insight as average.

Most of the respondents for both the younger and the older client viewed the
client's overall psychological functioning as less ttnrr average, although only

(n:1) of the respondents for the older client rated her functioning

4.3o/1o

as average or above,

while 31.8% (n=7) of the respondents in for the younger client belisved her functioning
to be average or above (see Table 6).
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Nearty three-quarters (n:17) of those who responded to the older client and

(n:18) of those responding to the younger client rated Mrs. Brown as having at

81.806

least average motivation for treatrneirt although neady twice its rnany

in the younger

climt group than in the older client group rated her as highff than average in
motivation (see Table 7).

Additionally, most respondents in both groups believed l\{rs. Brown to have
above average prognosis with intervention. Without interventiorL 91.3%

(n:21) of the

respondents for the older client rated her as below average or poor in her prognosis

without inteivention, while 81.8% (n:18) of the respondents to the younger client
believed her to have below average or poor prognosis without intervention. (see

I

Tables

and 9).

Tablc 6
Ovcrall Psychological Functioning
Respondcnts for Oldcr

Client

for

Res

Client
ot
lo

#
Poor

3

13.0

)

9.0

RclowAvcragc

L7

73.9

13

59.0

I

4.3

6

27.0

I

4.5

Avcrage

AhoveAverage
Excellcnt
No Answer

Total

2

8.6

23

99.8r

tDoes not total IOO% due to rounding

1')

99.5r
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Tablc 7

Motivation for Trcatment
Respondents for Older

Client

Respondents for Young,er Client

o,
to

#
Poor

#

ot
to

'l

9.1

Bclow Avcragc

4

t7.3

')

9.1

Average

l2

52.2

8

36.4

5

21.7

I

40.9

I

4.5

")1

100

Above Average

Exccllent
No Answer
Total

2

8.6

23

gg.gr

rDocs not total lO0T" due to rounding

Tablc I
Prognosis With Intcrvcntion

Client
7o#%

Rcspondcnts for Older
#

Respondcnts for Younger Clicnt

Poor
Below Avcragc

)

9.1

I

4.3

I

4.5

11

47.8

1''

54.5

Excellcnt

9

39.1

No Answer

2

8.6

23

gg.gf

Averagc
Abovc Avcragc

Total

Does not total l0O% due to rounding

31.8
-)1

99.9'
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Tablc 9
Prognosis Srithout Intervcntion
Respondcnts for Older

Client

Rcspondents for Youngcr Client

#

ot
to

#

at
to

Poor

t1

47,8

10

45.5

Below Avcragc

IO

43.4

I

36.4

4

18.2

1)

100.1r

Average

Abovc Avcr4gc
Excellcnt
No Answer
Total

1

8.6

23

g9,gr

?Docs not total LOO% duc to rounding

E.

DIAGNOSIS
Respondents were then asked to indicate what diagnosis they believed would be

assigned

to ldrs. Brown. Two individuals for the younger

I\ft:rs.

Brown indicated an

inability to diagnose because of social worker status, none of the respondents to the
older client expressed this conceflr. A total of five people elected not to answer this
question.

the majority of respondents who
some variant

of depressiorq

as

answered this question listed depression, or

ths diagnosis most likely to be assigned to Mrs. Brown,

in both age groups. In addition to depression, such arr,swers as situational depression;
rnajor depression; depression and/or aruriety; depression (possibty dernentia); either
depression or earty stage dementia, were all given by respondents for the older client.
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Respondents to the younger l\drs. Brown also most frequent$ listed depression
as

well as situational depression; depression, dependent peisonality; depression due to

low self-esteem hought to surface by life sfressors; dysthymh adjusfinent disorder.

F.

FINAL COMMENTS

tsefore returning their questionnaires, respondenls were provided

the

opportunity to add anything else they ttrought to be pertinent to the situation. A
number of respondents chose to add corlmflits in the space provided for such, which

lvill be surnrnarized
Respondents

as

follows.

for the younger client reiterated self-esteem

as a possible issue, as

well &s advocating for a CAT scan to rule out neurological components, then

a

psychologcal evaluation, as well as considering the current medication regime as a
possible source of problem. Respondents felt therapy for the mother and daughter are

important encourageinent to continue with therapy, and suppoft services to follow

tkough Eiith therapy are all recommended. Respondents want to start qdth a good
physical exam; exploration of resources for the care of the aging mother and caregrver

support

tbr the

daughter, exploration

of the support qystem to

seek additional

invotvement of others, provision of information about support selices, exploration of
more family history informatioq and spiritual intenrntions were all recommended.

I"or those respondents to the elder Mrs. Brown's situation, a nurnber of
were also idenffied as important. h{emory evaluatioq

if

areas

memory continues to be a

problem after treahnent inteiventions in other areas, a "mini-mental stafus exam" and
evaluafion

for organic disorder such as dementia were rocofiunended by respondents.

Mrs. Brown's mother was the recipient of affention by the older client group in
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suggesting that the mother should receive an assessment

[a

state program designed

by an Alternative Care Grant

to p,revent premature nursing home placement

assessments, service provision, and grants

through

to pay for seruices] screflrer. It was

also

beliwed that Mrs. Brown needs to process her life-long conflict with her mother,
deating $dth the fear and guilt associated

with the poor relationship. The respondents

felt that l\ftrs. Brown's past coprng skills should be explored as well as whether she may
have been in need of mental health services in the past. Additionalty, ttrsy were of the

opinion that [,{rs. Brown should be given minor and ternporary medication to "monitor
suicide potential", and she should be assisted to see her strengths and those

of

her

husband, such as "her love for her husband". Finally, the respondents indicated that
she should be aided to recognize and process her losses and begn to see new hopes
and dreams. Stess management and teaching alternatives to the "bondage" of being a
caretaker were also suggested.
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VI.
-fhis

DISCUSSION

study sought to explore whether ageism exists among social workers who

primarity work with older adults, and speciflcally explored social workers' attitudes
toward older adults and meirtal health services. An analysis of the data provided does
appear to rweal ageism in the respondents.

A.

T}IE RELEVANCE OF OB-GANIC NV{PAilT]V{E}{rT AND O:IIfiR
DYNAhdICS

the indicators of ageism suggested by this urriter wsre that when asked to
respond to the provided client situation, respondents

organic problerns as having more relevance

for the older client would consider

for the older client tlmn for the youngsr

one; and life stressors, maf,ital conflicf and famity of origin issues would hold the most

relevance

for indMduats responding to the younger client. Further, medication,

support services, and neurologicalipsychological evaluations would be considered as
interuentions

of first choice tbr older clients, while therapy (marita[ psychothsrapy)

lvould be considered more strongty for younger clients. The general sinrations of the

two clients would reveal less hope for the older client in the areas of

overall

psychologoal functioning, capacity for insighg motivation for teatment and prognosis.

If

consideration of oryanic impairmant as more relevant for the older than tbr

the younger client constitutes a
been

form of ageism or age hias, this criterion

seerns to have

met. The majority of those who responded to the younger client were willing to

rate organic impairment as irrelevant or very irrelevant; even those who were neuftal on
the maffer were fewer in number than their counterparts in the group responding to the
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older client. Regarding the older client just over 30Yo of the respondents beliwed the
issue to be at least

relwant and another nearty forty percent were neutral on

the

matter.

"lhus, when given two identical client sihrations with the onty difference being
age, respondents often belisved organic impairment was present merely on the basis

a clienfs advanced
symptoms

age. A possible

of

conclusion is that with the vignette describing

of depression which included

impaired concentration and self-reported

memory loss, some respondurts hegan to consider the possibility of dernerrtia. Because

of age, the issue of memory loss and impaired concentration appeared to be a sign of
clementia while the same mernory loss and impaired concentration did not trigger the

concefir for organic impairment for the younger client. This conclusion is of concsrn

to this writer as a form of ageism -- confixing olct age with onset of a disease which
causes dementia.

While dernentia is thought to be present in approximatety

adults (Greene, 1986b; Hulicka 1992, Warshaw, 1982),

5o/o

ta

l5o/o

of older

dft the percentages

increasing as the individual lives to age 80 or 90 or older, dernentia is not a normal
proce$s

of aging; but rather the result of a

disease process (Greene,

I986b).

To

generaliee the pressnce of dementia to all older people is to seriousty risk neglecting the

mental health and medical needs of many, rrurny people.

If it is thought

ttmt self-

reported msmory difficulties and impaired concentration are signs of dementiq it may
also be concluded by the social worker that to evaluate an#or treat

for other

causes

would be a useless endeavor. Ultimatety, in this case vigneffe, Mrs. Brown may not be
rsferred for services to treat the depression.
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-Ihis

writer also posited ttrat along with a higher relsvance athibuted to organic

impairment for the older client, life stressorr, marital conflict and famity
issues would be considered

one. Ihese factors

of

origin

of higher relevance for the younger client than the older

were not shown to have substantial$ different lwels of relwance

for the older and for the younger client.
'lhis finding is encouraging

as social workers seem

dynamics play in the overall situation of any

to recognize the parf various

individual. These social workers view the

client as part of a larger systern and would presumabty, in practice, address the various
areas

of sfrenglh and challenge in the client's life. While the importance of

organic

impairment may be overestimated by social workers, the workers would recognize and

would presururbty intervene with other contributors to a client's problematic situation
by considering the marital and familial relationships and stressfirl lifc wents.

ts.

T}IE, ASCRIBED VALIJE OF SPECIFIC INTERVENTIONS

1.

Neurological and/or Pslrcholosical Evaluation

f.he second indicator of ageism described by ttds writer, that some interuentions

would be more highly ranked for the older than the yorurger clien! did appear. The
majority (56.5W of respondents to the older client indicated ttre intervention of first
choice to be neruologicaVpsychological evaluation; this intervention was the first choice

of

some respondents

for the younger client as well, but in lower numbers

(27o/o).

While these waluations may indeed be a wise place to start in assisting thc clienL it is
interesting to note that respondents

for the younger client were closety split between

psychotherapy and neurologicaUpsychologcal svaluation. One possible reason for this

may be related to the tendency to view organic impairment as a relevant issue tbr the
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older client; neurological svaluations af,e often recommsnded by physicians

and

supported by social workers to evaluate for the presence of dementia.
As an indicator of ageisrn, this finding should be viewed with cautioq however.

As discussed in prwious sections, dernentia is not a normal process of aging

yet,

depending on the age of the older person, there is a greater likelihood for older people

to exhibit dernentia than for younger people. Even if the percentages of dementia in

older adults is faidy small, it does occur, and therefore, to seek

a

neurologicaUpsychological Exam may be perfectty appropriate. This writer remains

skeptica[ however, as in the case

of Ndrs. Brown,

symptoms

of

dementia are not

obvious, while the symptoms of depression are. This writer wonders why the majority

of respondents for the older h{rs. Brown would first want to nrle out dernenti4 which
cloes

not sven present as an apparent issue. Perhaps viewing this response as ageist is a

reasonable conslusion.

2.

PEvchotherapy

One-fifth of the respondents (22%) did value psychotherapy as the first choice
for the older client. This finding is somewhat encoruaging and indicates that elders are
not viewed as poor sandidates for psychotherapy by thir group as a whole.

3.

Medication an#or Medication Evaluation

Medication is another interuention that did show differences in the ranking by
respondants to the older and younger

client. Medication an#or medisation evaluation

were frequently ranked as the second most valuable interryention for both the younger

and the older client, however, for the older clierrt

it was considerabty

more valued

(56.5o/overstu the 360lo of the respondents to the younger client who ranked this as the
second choice intervention). Agafur, this may be a very appropriate approach to treating
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I\drs. Brown's qymptoms of depression, and is supported in the field (Osgood 1989;
Osgood, 1985; Fairview Riverside Medical Center, 1993; Mental Health Association

of

Minnesotq 1988; Mental Health Association of Minnesota)

to

as a valuable component

treating depression in youngcr and older persons with depression. Medication and
psychotherapy are often used

in conjunction with ore another in the treafrnent of

depression; however, in this study, medication seems to be even more highty valued

for

the older adult than for the younger adrrl! based on the percentages listed above.
Therefore,

it

may be fair to conclude that social workers view rnedication as an

appropriate treatment of the described symptoms in elders; yet, when a younger adult

with the same symptoms is obseived medication is not as frequentty noted as the
treatment of choice. From this study, it appears ttrat social workerc believe that once a
neurologicaUpsychological evaluation has supported the diagnosis of depression, for the

older person medication would be warranted. This is of concern

if

elders suffering

from depression do not have the opportunity to benefit from other

therapeutic

interventions besides, or in addition to, medication. They may not be presented with

the oppoffunity to process grie{ loss issues, gain insight and coping skills

if medication

alone is considered the intervention of choice.

4.

Overall Functioninq a$d PJognosis

fhe third indicator of ageism posed by this writer was that the older client
would be viewed as having lower psychologcal functioning less capacity for insight,
and poorer prognosis than the yorurger

client. This area was for the most part

unfounded in the study results.

ln regard to overall psychological fuirctioning both clients wers viewed by the
majority of the respondents to be in the lower end of the range. However, some
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3l.8o/o of the respondents felt the younger client was functioning at an avsrage or better

levef while none of the respondents felt the older client was functioning any better than
below average. In a situation where the presenting stressors and symptoms are identical

for both the older and younger client, some meaning should he attached to the finding
that not one person viewed the overall psychologcal functioning as average or better

for the older client, while more ttnrr one-quarter of those in the younger clierrt group
did.

The responses to capacrty for insight showed onty minor differences betwem
the two clients and therefore did not indicate age bias in tlds category: 80.9% of the
respondents

for the older client and 81.8% of the respondents for the younger client

rated I\drs. Brown as having at least an average capacity

for insight.

With regard to prognosis for improvernent, both sets of respondents regard the
prognosis of the slients with intervention as average or better. Of note, while none

of

the respondents for the older client rated Mrs. Brown as having a less than average
prognosis, 9%

of the respondents for the younger client indicated such.

Wilhout

intervention, the younger and older client were felt to have similarty poor prognoses,
although L9o/o of

the

respondents

for the yorurger Mrs. Brown rated her

prognosis

without intervention as average, while none of the other goup of respondents did so.

A possible interpretation of this finding is that respondents believe the younger client to
have greater strengths, and thus a beffer chance

of dealing with her issues on her own

md without the assistance of others. These dtfferences are fairly small, however, and
would not necessarity indicate agsism with regard to the outlook for the older Mrs.
Brown.
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With regard to the diagnosis, most respondents for both clients agreed that l{rs.
Brown appeared to be suffering from depression. The onty differences that surfaced in
this matter were that a small number of respondents were concerned that the elder
client may be suffering from earty deruentiE and may be suicidal. None
respondents

C.

of

the

for the youngsr client rnentioned either of these possihilities.

SUMMARY

the study aprpears to rweal

some existence

of ageist attifudes in social workers

who work primarity \rdth elders. Returning to Bufler's (1980) definition of ageism

as

an attifude or practice that perpehrates stereotyp'ic beliefs about eldens, reduces their
opportunities for a satisfastory life, and undenninss their personal dignity, this study is

important for its focus on the attitudes and potential practice of social workers. To the
clegree

that social workers regard their elder clients differently in the above described

areas than they would younger clients with the same challenges, the psychological
needs

of elders may be unme! which could have a negative impact on life satisfaction.

'[he older client who presents with some memory and concentrafion impairment may
be regarded as sufftering from earty dementia and not receive treatment

for depressioq

which may cause the problerns to escalate to a point where the client is unable to
function at all, and a loss of

dipty for the severely depressed person requiring

others

to provide all personal cares. As discussed previousty, the literahrre indicates th.lt
clders more often enter the mental health system

in

crisis, often requiring

hospitalization. If recognized as a mental health need earlier, hospitalization might be
avoided and the quality of life of the individual enhanced. In the presented vignette, it
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appears that the younger client would receive psychotherapy as an intervention
choice, while the elder client may only receive medications to keat the rymptoms.

of
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VII-

A.

LIMITATIONS

SAIv{PI*E, SIZE AND_ P,OEULA.U-8.h1

the findings of this study must be interpreted with some caution. The sample
size was relativety small, and the rate

under 25 participants

of response was smaller still" There were just

in each group under study; therefore, sven where substantial

dtfferences we,re noted in the percent4ges, the actual numbers of respondents making

up those percentages were very small. Generalizabrhty to the population of

social

workers who work with eldeffi is questionable based on these findings alone. Further,

other organizations, such as the lv{innesota Association

for Continuity of

Care

CIv{ACC), the Minnesota Gerontological Society (MGS), the Minnesota Association

of

Homes for the Aged (MAIIA), or NASW, may be the organization of choice for a
number of social workers who work with elders.

Additionally, the sampling procedure drew from a group
whish is presumabty concerned about keeping abreast

of

of social workers

aging issues, hence their

mernbership in the senior organizations. There may be significant numbers

workers who choose not to join organizations at all;

of

social

it would thus be very difficulq

short of conducting a sweeping survey of all organizations who provide social services

lo elders, to have

access

to these individuals for firrther study. Perhaps if those social

workers who have no professional group membership were surveyed the results would

show more or less occrurencc

of

ageism with regard

serices. The findings of this studv, therefore?

to

elders and psychological

are generalizable on$ with caution as

they are the result of the sampling of a small group of social workers who are on$ a
portion of all social workers who work with elders in the Twin Cities area.
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ts.

socIAL DESIRAB.U-IIY.
Despite the significant attention of the writer to avoiding respondents becoming

awaxe

of the nature of the

study,

in fac! in some situations this may have

been

unavoidable. This sniter is also a social worker who is employed in a fairty visible
position, and has recent$r completed an internship, in the field of aging. To the degree
that this writer's name was recognized by respondents, they may have assumed that the
research would focus on aging issues and may have thus replied in a manner that would
he presumed to be desirable.

C.

THE OUESTIONNAIRE

fhe data collestion instrument should also be sonsidered in its ability to provide
a reliable and valid measruemeflt

of attitudes of social workers. It is possible that some

of the questions were urumswered because the respondent did not understand what was
being aske4 what the response categories meant, and so

on. Or, respondents may not

have known what was mean! but arbitrarily answered

anyway. An issue

other

researchers have struggled with is the degree to which one's afdnrdes, as revealed

questionnaire or in a scale, indicate the actual practice of that individual.

in

a

A possibly

better way to measrue the attifudes of social workers toward elders and therapy would

be to conduct a qualitative study, allowing the respondent more freedom in analyzing

the client situation and making recoilrmendations for intervention with freedom to
qualiS answsrs and elaborate on their opinions about the sinration, interventions, and
prognosis,

In providing opporhurities to rank recornmendations for intervention,

the

clecision by this writer to list neurological evaluation in the same line with psychologcal
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cvaluation was
same time,

it

poor. While in many

situations, both waluations are requested at the

would have provided beffer data for analysis

if

these two t1ryes

of

waluation wsre listed separatety. This rnay have allowed respondents to identifu
preferences

for one type of evaluation over the other for eash of the clients. In

the

current study, the majority of respondents for both the older and the younger client

indicated neurologicaUpsychological waluation

to be one of the most preferred

interventions. Howwer, without the separation of the two, it is impossible to compare

whether thsre were any dtfferences

in the rates of recommendation for the two

different waluations between the older and younger client. Further, it is impossible to

idenfiry whether, when referring

for neurologicaUpsychological waluatioq the

respondents were more interested in one evaluation over the other.

Additionalty, it possibly would have been more useful to first ask respondents to
rank evalrrative recorrmendations, then provide "results" of the evaluatioq and finally
to ask respondents to rank the rernaining specific interventions, ssparating interventions

from waluations.
L'o this writer's

min{

an ideal quantitative study would have provided each

respondent with at least one older and one younger client 4gain disguismg 4ge as the
salient issue, in similar situations? so that comparisons could be made against individual

respondenfs judgments, rather ltran comparing urith other respondents' questionnaires.

ln this wny, the measurernent of individual ageism would have had

increased validity.

Sringard, Heath, and Himelstein (1982) further evaluated the natue

of context in

determining the presence of negative attitudes toward elders. Their results show that
subjects who were asked

to make comparisons of older people to younger people

exhibited more negative attitudes than did subjects who made judgments

of

older
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people in isolation. Perhaps, then, in the current study, respondents revealed less bias
than they might otherwise have in comparison to a younger client.

Finally, while the use of vignettes may offer a more valid study of attitudes and
potential practices as a result of such auitudes, there is

significant$ reliable and valid instnrment
correspond to practices

not to this uniter's knowledge,

to determine if

a

such attitudes actualty

in real life situations. While very complex and not very

feasible, one way to accomplish this might be to measurs attihrdes with one of the data
collection instruments described in this work, their to unobtnrsiv*ty follow the zubjects

from case situation to case sinration and obseive these interactions. More realistically,
a study of social workers' referral pafferns or study

of

case notes may p,rovide insight to

the actual practices of social workers.

D.

MEASITRING ATTIIUDES
Challenges

to studies of attitude toward elders, such as this project, do appear

in the literature. For

example, Knight (1985-1986) compared

two measures of

attitudes commonly used in the research field with reference to ageist aftitudes,

h

order

to test reliability and validity. Testing a semantic dtfferential scale and Kogan's old
people scale, Knight tentative$ concluded that the measures may be reliable but not

valid measures and that other variables such as working with elders, and personal
experiences with elders, are ignored when in fact, there may be correlations.

A second

tentative conclusion was ttmt the scales are adequate measures of attihrdes, but that
affitudes are irrelevant to achral work with elders. Knight beliwes, as a result of the
study, that attitudes are not bariers to the provision of therapy to elders, but that in fact

work site is a major barrier to therapists' work Eiith elders. The conclusion of his study
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is that interuention to barriers to therapy should sffi afiention from
therapisfs' attitudes

individual

to a systems level of change of "physical erwironmen! agcncy

policy, staflclient interactioq an the social slimate" (p. 267).

I'ay Lomax Cook (1992) also criticizes prendous atternpts to measure

ageist

attitudes. She af,gues that because of the tremendous diversrty that exists among the
population

of older

adults,

it

may be inappropnate to ask respondents to repty to

questions which do not allow for dtfferentiation among older people. Further, "what

may be a stereotlpe for one group within the old may not be a stereotype for anothetr"

fi). 2e3).
Neither of these critiques, howwer, appear to consider the use of vignettes in
studying attitudes toward elders; the use of the vignettes eliminates the need to broadty
generalize and does appear to aflow

for respondents to address a specific clien! which

more closety approximates a real life situation.
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VIII.

A.

CONCLUSION

FTNDINGS

this study did find differences in the treatment of an older

and a younger client

by social workers. This is one of two studies known to this writer which sought to
measurs the presencs
seruices

of

ageism

in

social workers' attitudes toward psychologcal

for elders through the use of client vignettes. It was hoped that the use of

vignettes could more closety approximate the real-life situations and practices of social
workers than would the use of more conventional auinrde mea$uement ssales.

the most notable finding

was in the area

of differentiating betwenl

dernentia

and depression. Many social workers who work srith elders are like$ to be

in

a

position to see most$ frail, ill elders, fiulny of whom may have some lwel of dernentia.
-fhose

elders

who do not meet this description or who receive informal support from

thsir families and others, ffifly not be seen by, or known to, social workers such
those sampled for this study, as they would not necessarity be in need

of

as

assistance

from the formal seruice providers. Therefore, social workers may be somewhat
predisposed
clepression

to see evidence of dementia in elders, and could mistake qymptoms of

for the presence of dernentia. For this reasorr, therapy, whether individual,

couple, family, or group, Iruly not be reoornmended by the social worker for the elder

in a situation where in fact, it may have been a much needed intervention.

ts.

THE OLDEB PERSON IN TI{E MENTAL FIEALTH SYSTEM
When depression is recognize4 the elder may be referred to a physician or

psychiatrist for medication evaluation. While

it would not necessarity be appropnate
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for a social worker to recommend medication or therapy if it is not her lwel of
expertise and licffisure, she is still able

to advocate for the provision of the most

appropriate serrrice for her client. Additionally, as shown in the review of the literature,

the treating physician or pqychiatrist may not value psychotherapy for elclers and may

of depression to medications. The

restrict heaEnent

advocate on behalf

of the client for the receipt of

social worker may need to

services which include a more

comprehensive approach to the treatrnent of depression. Therefore, it is important that

social workers recognize depression and differentiate
understand the value of therapy, in

"oqiunction

it from

dementia and to

with or instead of rnedication, to treat

depression in the older adult.

C.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Education can be a valuable tool in changing perceptions about elderr (tlickey,

ct al., 1976; Intrieri, et aI., 1993; Pattersoq 1981). AIso, aging issues in

college

curriculum can be an impor"tant and possibty the onty, w&y to stimulate interest in
elders and the issues facing thern (Hulick4

1992).

Perhaps

in teaching basic

information about aging and the normal processes of aging, the pleasant and unpleasant
nature of growing
peers' ageism and

ol4 indMduals will better be able to address their own and their

wen choose to work sdth elders in a professional career, such as in

law, medicine, behavioral science, or social

work. Within

undergraduate and graduate

social work programs whish this writer has attended, issues

of aging are for the most

part lgrored. Were elders considered relwant meinbers of families and value placed on

family therapy which includes elders, perhaps mors students would welcome the
prospect

of

social work and famity therapy uiith aged populations.
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'Ihis study has demonstrated a continued need for the eriahration of attitudes of
professionals who work with older adults.

of

It has beur

suggested that the development

curriculum and continuing education opportunities which empha.size

the

appropriateness of therapy with elders and their families could play a vital role in the

tlpe of service provided to elders. The provision of psychotherapeutic seryices has
been advocated as a crucial piece of the social service continuum,
seen as a valuable component by social workers, would

ffid one thaq if not

fail to be rxed to assist those

older adults suffering from depression due to unresotved famity of origin issues, marital
and interpersonal conflict and life cycle stressors.

Physicians, psychiafists, and psychologists rnay, through their own ageism and
sountefiransference, pose bamiers to the provision of mental health services. Elders
thcmsehves may

not see therapy as an appropriate and effective treaftnent alternative

(Waxman, Carner,

& KleirL 1984).

Despite, and perhaps because of, these potential

barriers, social workers play a key role in attending to the mental health needs of older

adults. The social worker may be the initi4 or on\r, formal service provider for elders
and therefore, his or her ability to assess the mental health needs as well as soci4

medicat spiritual, financia[ and functional needs of the older client is imperative to
ensure that the client's whole being is treated in the social worker-client relatlonship.

cannot be argued that the medic,al health needs are out

It

of the realm of the social

worker's expertise; just as the social worker is expected to recognize potenrial medical
issues and refer the client to a nurse or physician who is rained to address the medical

concerns, so must the social worker be prepared to refer to the appropriate resource for

mental health service provision. To fail to do so simpty because the client is old is
ageist and a gross misservice to the older adult and his or her informal support network.
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APPENtrIX A

QTJESTIONNAIRE

A.
1.

BACKGROI-IND I]\JEORI\ILATION
yes _no
Are you crrrently employed as a social worker?
If you answered no, STOP. You have completed the questionnaire. Please mail
the questionnaire in the enclosed postage-paid envelope. If you answered yes,
please continue.
2.

3

Do you have a degree(s) in social work? _
yes
no
a. Please speciff any degree(s) held including social work and other degree(s):

Are you a licensed social worker in Minnesota?
If yes, please speciff liceruure:

yes

a.

LSW
LISW

no

LGSW
LICSW

If you answered

no to questions #2 and #3, STOP. You have completed the
questionnaire. Please mail the questionnaire in the enclosed postage-paid
envelope. If you answered yes to either or both of questions #2 and #3, please
continue.
4.

job (at least SAVo of your
current work time):
_ _ a. direct service with children & youth (birth through l8 years)
-*-_ b. direct service $/ith families (all ages of adults and children)
-- c. direct seruice with adults (aged 19 to 64)
_ d. direct service with elderly (ages 65 and over)
.- e. if not in direct service, please identiff primary work responsibility
and target group

5.

How long have you worked with this population as a social worker?
less than one year
one or more years, but less than 5 years
5 or more ysa.r$, but less tltan l0 years
l0 or more years, but less than 20 years
20 or more years (please speciff number of years)

Please indicate the practice area of your primary
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6

In your current employment, indicate the setting of your primary job:
a. public commurity seruice agency (e.g., county or state ernployment)
b. private non-profit community service agency
c. hospital
d. nursing home
e. home health agency
f. private practice (self-employed solo, parftrership, or group practice)
o other (please specifo)

7.

What is your current job title?

8.

Please list memberships

I

Your age at last birthday:

10.

Sex: FEmaIe

11.

in any professional organizations to which you belong:

Male

RacelEthnicrty:
_ a. African American
_ b. Native American
_ c. Asian American
d. Hispanic
e. Caucasian
f.
Other (please speciff)
_
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B.

Please read the followins scenario and assumtr you af,e a social worker in il
cgrBmruritv services agency which provides sqcial -sen/ices to fanrilies. Please answer
the questi.O$ th+t- fo,llow,thp. gceirarig _WLth .tefuenc e to this client.
Joyce Brown, a 36 (71) year old middle class womarL has been referred to you by her
physician who found no physiological causes for her synrptoms. I\drs. Brown has no
history of psychiatric treatment or drug/alcohol abuse. Her physician repofts that she i$
in good general health.

h{rs. Brown sought medical aduice at her husband's insistence after a 15 pound weight
loss in the last few months. Lately she has not been able to read something she always
e4ioyed in the past. She reported that it has also become diffisult for her to
concentrate even for a few minutes on the daity paper. She complnins of having a poor
memory. She also described herself as having less snerry and struggling with
consistent feelings of lethargi and tiredness. She sometimes sleeps twelve or fourteen
hours at a time, ffid still feels tired and out of sorts.
Wheir questioned about hsr marital relationship, N{rs. Brown appeared tearf,rl, and
stated that she and her husband argue constant$, mainly about "small things.n uHe
gets really frustrated with me. furd I can see why; nothing that I do seerns to tum out
right. Sometimes I think that he'd be beffer offwithout me." h[rs. Brown reported that
she used to enjoy organizing gatherings with friends, but that now she does not feel like
golng out or seeing people. "I just don't feel like dorng much of anything late$."
Throughout the interview, Ivlrs. Brown answered questions in a subdued voice and
seeined close to tears. Although she did not often make eye contact, she was general$
cooperative and polite.

fui exploration of

recerrt stressors revealed that ldrs. Brown's mother was recent$
diagnosed as having a rare form of cancer. I\,,fus. Brown's relationship with her mother
has apparentty been dfficult. She describes her late father as "the peacernaker in the
family, a wonderfirl and loving person." After hdrs. Brown's father die4 she and her
mother did not speak to each other for several years. uMy mother is a cold person who
only thinls of herself, " Now that her mother is so ill, I\drs, Brown and her husband are
afraid that they may have to assume sorne of the financial and physical burden for her
care, and this has been an additional source of marital stess.
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12. Based on the information given above, please estimate the relevance of the
foflowing issues for this client by circling the appropriate number:
Neutal

Veqg Irrelevant

t2

Life Shessors
(".g., grr"f cring for

prent
Marital

Very Relevant

3

4

5

3

4

5

etc.)

Relationship

Biochemical Disorder

I

,J

I

2

3

4

5

I

?

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

3

4

5

(e.g, depression, bi-polar
disorder, etc.)

Family of Origin

Issues

tnhapsychic Dffculties
(c.g, personality disorder,
poor coping skills, etc.)

I

Organic Impairment
(e.

g, ."ul ti- infarct dementi4
AkheimeCs D isease, etc.)

Interpers onal Problern s

I

2

(e.&, commrmicdion skills,
friendships, etc.)

13.

order your recofirmendations for intervention for h{rs. Brown,
hased on the information given above, and assuming availabilify, quality, ffid
accessibility of services. Rank all choices below, placing a "1" by your first
choice, a "2" by your second choice, and so ofl, with "E" beingyour last choice.
a. Support Services (e.g. peer counseling, befiiender, support groups,
Please rank

etc.)

_

lr. Medication and/or svaluation for medication needs
c. Marital Therapy
d. Psychothsrapy (e.9., individu4 group therapy)

_
__

f.

e. NeurologicayPsychological Evaluation
Case Managernent

g. Hospitalization

h. No Treafrnent
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14.

Please assess l\drs. Brown with regard to the

Poor
Excellent
OverallPsychological

|

following

:

Average

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

7

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

1
L

.1

4

5

Functioning
Motivation for
Treatrnent
Capacrty for

Insight

I

Itognosis with
Intenrerrtion
Prognosis without

I

lntervention

15,

Based on your rurderstanding of the situation, what diagnosis would you expect
to be appropriate for hdrs. Brown?

16.

Please add anyttring else you would consider relevant in this situation (e.g.
interventions not described above, etc.)

Thank You. Please mail your questionnaire in the self-addressed, stamped
envelope provided hy ll{arch 25, 1994 to: Anita Raymond-ttrrage, (Researcher's
Address)
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APPENDIX B

March 10, 1994
Dear Social Worker:
As an MS1V student at Augsburg College in Minneapolis, I am conducting a researsh
project on the perspectives and experiences of, and services provided by, social
workers who worft primarity Erith adults. The enclosed questionnaire has been sent to a
sample of social workeis practicing in the T\r/in Cities area.

The irrformation you provide is anonyrnous. Please feel freE to skip any qusstion
which you do not feel comfortable answering and continue with the questionnaire. Alt
questionnaires will be destroyed on completion of this study; until that time, I will be
the onty one with access to the returned questioruraires.

If you agree to participate in the research projec! please take approximatety 15 to 20
minutes to complete the questionnaire and return it in the enclosed self-addressed
stamped envelope by March 26,
complete the questioruraire.

-fhank

1994.

Please return the

form wen

if you do not

you for your consideration of this project. Your assistance in completing the
attached questioruraire will be most helpful to my research in services provided by
social workers. Inquiries to the completed study can be made at the address below. If
you should have afiy questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at (researcher's
phone number)
Sincere$,

Anita Raymond-Wrage
(Researcher's Address)
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APPENDIX C

Graph 1
Comparison ol Ratings
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Graph 2
Comparison ol
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